IN VI

Seamless Architectural
Air Diffusers
From high end homes to commercial spaces
and hospitality properties,
InviAir Seamless Diffusers are employed in
every type of environment.

The
air diffuser
of the future
is here
Our Advantages
Customization
With our fully customizable capabilities, you can have
complete control over the shape, size, slot thickness, and
slot angle of your diffuser. We have the ability to retrofit
any of our air diffusers into an existing space.
Seamless Integration
Our proprietary technology allows
our air diffusers to blend seamlessly into the ceiling.
This creates a clean, one of a kind design that has never
before been accomplished.
With INVI Air’s innovation, air diffusers now add aesthetic
value instead of just being an unsightly necessity.
Smart Material
Our air diffusers are made from an innovative composite
material that is moisture resistant, durable, and fire
retardant. They have an ASTM E84 Class A rating and
are Carb II Compliant

Condensation Reduction
By utilizing our innovative smart composite material, our
diffusers have a much lower response to temperature
change which allows for a 95% reduction in
condensation.
Integrated LED Lighting
By integrating LED lighting into our diffusers, the end
result is a dual product that reduces visual clutter and
saves both time and money in the process.
Low Noise Levels
Unlike standard aluminum vents, our porous air diffusers
absorb sound and significantly reduce unwanted noise
levels.
MADE-IN-USA
All of our diffusers are designed and manufactured in
Brooklyn, NY, where we control every step of the
production process to ensure consistent quality across
the board.

1 Slot Square Diffuser

Product Overview

The 1 Slot Square Diffuser is a groundbreaking alternative to
traditional square diffusers. It blends seamlessly with the ceiling for
a minimal, modern, and clean look that also provides exceptional
performance.

Key Features

Suits gypsum acoustical or custom system ceilings
Unlimited customization for better fit and higher performance
Lower noise levels
Simple and swift installation
Easy to paint. Match virtually any ceiling color and texture
Proprietary composite material that eliminates condensation,
static, and dust
ASTM E 84 Class A Rated
Carb II Compliant

Standard Sizes:

8″ 12″ 18″ 24″ Custom

2 Slot Square Diffuser

Product Overview

The 2 Slot Square Diffuser is a great alternative to typical aluminum
diffusers with multiple slot openings. It offers the same seamless
look as our 1 slot diffuser with the added benefit of being able to
handle more air output.

Key Features

Suits gypsum acoustical or custom system ceilings
Unlimited customization for better fit and higher performance
Lower noise levels
Simple and swift installation
Easy to paint. Match virtually any ceiling color and texture
Proprietary composite material that eliminates condensation,
static, and dust
ASTM E 84 Class A Rated
Carb II Compliant

Standard Sizes:

12″ 18″ 24″ Custom

1 Slot Square w/ Light

Product Overview

A sleek, dual-functioning square diffuser that combines air distribution with ambient LED lighting in a single product. The 1 Slot Square
with Light is great for small areas such as kitchens and bathrooms,
or for anyone who wants to achieve a minimal look on their ceilings..

Key Features

Suits gypsum acoustical or custom system ceilings
Unlimited customization for better fit and higher performance
Lower noise levels
Simple and swift installation
Easy to paint. Match virtually any ceiling color and texture
Proprietary composite material that eliminates condensation,
static, and dust
ASTM E 84 Class A Rated
Carb II Compliant

Standard Sizes:

12″ 18″ 24″ Custom

1 Slot Round Diffuser

Product Overview

Our 1 Slot Round Diffuser offers a truly minimal and modern architectural look, while still retaining excellent and unparalleled system
performance. It's a good option for anyone looking to balance out
the hard edges in their interiors

Key Features

Suits gypsum acoustical or custom system ceilings
Unlimited customization for better fit and higher performance
Lower noise levels
Simple and swift installation
Easy to paint. Match virtually any ceiling color and texture
Proprietary composite material that eliminates condensation,
static, and dust
ASTM E 84 Class A Rated
Carb II Compliant

Standard Sizes:

8″ 12″ 18″ 24″ Custom

2 Slot Round Diffuser

Product Overview

The 2 Slot Round Diffuser is a contemporary and visually distinct
diffuser that adds a unique quality to any ceiling. It offers an
aesthetically pleasing look and has the advantage of being able to
handle more air output than the single slot diffuser..

Key Features

Suits gypsum acoustical or custom system ceilings
Unlimited customization for better fit and higher performance
Lower noise levels
Simple and swift installation
Easy to paint. Match virtually any ceiling color and texture
Proprietary composite material that eliminates condensation,
static, and dust
ASTM E 84 Class A Rated
Carb II Compliant

Standard Sizes:

8″ 12″ 18″ 24″ Custom

1 Slot Round w/ Light

Product Overview

An elegant, dual-functioning round diffuser that combines air
distribution with ambient LED lighting in a single product.

Key Features

Suits gypsum acoustical or custom system ceilings
Unlimited customization for better fit and higher performance
Lower noise levels
Simple and swift installation
Easy to paint. Match virtually any ceiling color and texture
Proprietary composite material that eliminates condensation,
static, and dust
ASTM E 84 Class A Rated
Carb II Compliant

Standard Sizes:

8″ 12″ 18″ 24″ Custom

1 Slot Linear Diffuser

Product Overview

Minimal and sublime, the Invi 1 Slot Linear Diffuser is as discreet as it
gets. It blends seamlessly into any ceiling or wall for a clean, modern
look that complements the surrounding architecture.

Key Features

Suits gypsum acoustical or custom system ceilings
Unlimited customization for better fit and higher performance
Lower noise levels
Simple and swift installation
Easy to paint. Match virtually any ceiling color and texture
Proprietary composite material that eliminates condensation,
static, and dust
ASTM E 84 Class A Rated
Carb II Compliant

Standard Sizes:

1/2", 3/4", 1", 1 1/2", 2",
Custom

2 Slot Linear Diffuser

Product Overview

Our 2 Slot Linear Diffuser retains the aesthetic qualities of our single
slot version, with the added benefit of being able to handle more
air output.

Key Features

Suits gypsum acoustical or custom system ceilings
Unlimited customization for better fit and higher performance
Lower noise levels
Simple and swift installation
Easy to paint. Match virtually any ceiling color and texture
Proprietary composite material that eliminates condensation,
static, and dust
ASTM E 84 Class A Rated
Carb II Compliant

Standard Sizes:

1/2", 3/4", 1", 1 1/2", 2",
Custom

Jet Diffuser

Product Overview

The Invi 1 Slot Square Diffuser is a groundbreaking alternative to
traditional square diffusers. It blends seamlessly with the ceiling for
a minimal, modern, and clean look that also provides exceptional
performance.

Key Features

Suits gypsum acoustical or custom system ceilings
Unlimited customization for better fit and higher performance
Lower noise levels
Simple and swift installation
Easy to paint. Match virtually any ceiling color and texture
Proprietary composite material that eliminates condensation,
static, and dust
ASTM E 84 Class A Rated
Carb II Compliant

Standard Sizes:

12″ 18″ 24″ Custom

Flanged

The Invi flanged diffuser is an alternative option for time
sensitive projects, as it fits perfectly into industry standard
plenum boxes. Unlike our traditional line of seamless diffusers,
the flanged diffuser is installed directly into an opening without
requiring the added tape-and-spackle finish. Although the
final result is not completely flush with the ceiling, the flanged
diffuser still offers a clean look with very minimal seams. It is
made from the same innovative composite material that
reduces condensation and noise levels.

Retrofit

The Invi retrofit diffuser is a great option for those
working on renovation projects and want to replace
their existing diffusers without doing any major
construction. The retrofit diffuser is made to fit directly
into an existing frame and duct opening. It also works
wonderfully for unconventionally ceiling or wall
structures that cannot accommodate standard
diffusers. The retrofit option is offered in a flanged and
seamless finish.

Custom

InviAir has fully customizable capabilities where clients have free reign
over the shape, size, slot thickness, and slot angle of their ideal diffuser.
Designers in aesthetic-focused spaces like hotels, restaurants, and
museums have taken advantage of this feature to create solutions that
help to bring their visions to life.
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